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Ref: 20720 
 
Mr Ali Elbouch 
General Manager Train Services 
Metro Trains Melbourne 
GPO Box 1880 
Melbourne Vic 3001 
 
17 August 2017 
 
By Email: Ali.Elbouch@metrotrains.com.au 
 
Dear Mr Elbouch,  

 
Re: HCMT and HCS  
 
Thank you for your correspondence dated 15th Aug 2017; your correspondence raises more 
questions than it has answered.  
 
Dealing with your heading of ‘functional specification HCMT’.  

• The Locomotive Division does not object to automated selective door control.  

• In regards to the ‘automatic health check´ does this mean that trains do not require 
preparation procedures and that the driver is not to carry out that function?  

• The Locomotive Division does not oppose the installation of externally facing cameras, 
although we adamantly object to the installation of CCTV and audio recording devises in 
the cab.  

• Could Metro please provide an explanation of what is a train operator stopping aid?  
 
 
Herbert Smith Freehills definitions headed ‘High Capacity Metro project agreement’.  Metro has 
omitted information identified in this document. There are two pertinent definitions that I have 
reprinted:  
 

• High Capacity Signal (HCS) equipment – means the equipment required to be fitted and 
enabled on a HCMT to allow the HCMT to operate using HCS.  
 

• HCS - means a continuous automated system utilising train borne and wayside processes 
capable of implementing automated train operations.  

 
This will have a direct impact on driver numbers and qualification standards and ultimately driver 
tenure of employment. Metro’s continuous denial of the existence of this technology and Metro’s 
history gives the Locomotive Division grave concerns for the long term future of its members.  
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It is noted that Metro has made reference to a new title of train (operator /driver) rather than a 
train driver – could Metro provide the Locomotive Division an explanation of a second tier 
driver/operator that Metro Trains proposes to drive trains.   
 
At the meeting of 14th Aug 2017 Metro claimed that the introduction of the second tier train 
operator and the segregation of territory where they would operate (Calder Park, Pakenham 
east and any other location that Metro and Project Co deem appropriatei) was a Victorian 
Government directive. The Locomotive Division asked for Metro’s claim to be put in writing; it’s 
telling that Metro has not done so.   
 
The Locomotive Division advises that we do not accept the introduction of a second tier train 
(operator driver) which Metro failed in its attempt to introduce in 2015. The Locomotive Division 
will continue to oppose Metro’s attack on driver’s qualifications and Metro’s intent to deskill 
driver’s credentials; in this case using the guise of HCMT and HSC as a means to deliver 
Metro’s previously failed agenda.  
 
Metro further claims that the Locomotive Division is bound by the Enterprise Agreement (EA) to 
deliver HCMT and HCS and automated operation of trains and introduction of second trier (train 
operator driver) as a Government initiative- this is incorrect.  The Locomotive Division is bound 
to support Government initiatives as specified in the EA at clauses 1.8.1, 1.8.2 and 1.8.3, these 
commitments have been met by the Locomotive Division.  
 
It is also noted that Metro has been attempting to pressure our members into passive 
participation for HCMT which is a complete sham and that Metro has also banned union office 
bearers in participating in any meetings regarding HCMT and HCS.  
 
The Locomotive Division requires the lifting of the ban on union office bearers attending 
meetings and other matters identified in our correspondence of the 28/7/17 (attached ref: 
20712).   
 
The Locomotive Division repeats that the newly discovered proposal from Metro for a second 
tier driver/operator with a segregated territory for them to operate which can be expanded when 
Metro and Project Co deem appropriate in the future be removed and this proposal for 
operator/driver and deskilling of the drivers course to cease. 
 
These matters need to be resolved by the mechanism of a deed of agreement (contract) if 
Metro wishes to have the co-operation of the Locomotive Division in the commissioning and 
introduction of the HCMT and HCS in the Victorian Metro rail system. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
  
 
 
 

 
Marc Marotta  
Divisional Secretary  

 
                                                 
i
 As described in Herbert Smith Freehills definitions headed ‘High Capacity Metro project agreement’ 


